Senate Minutes
March 3rd, 2014

Opening
Call to Order: Vice President Gaona
Prayer
Pledge of Allegiance
Roll Call and Establish Quorum: Secretary Thomas
Reading and Approval of Minutes:
   Senator Montoya: I move to amend the minutes. Change “chaplin”
   Senator Halcomb: I move to approve minutes as amended (seconded)

Communications:
1. Guest Speaker: Craig Swinyard, End of the Year Event: thank you for having me. I've been here 20 years and I've never been invited. This event used to take place when I was a student in the 1990s & marked a close to our year. When you think of our academic year, you want a great beginning and a great end. We have a great beginning, thanks to the work of Jeromy with the orientation beginning, I think our end of the year is not as great as it could be. Our graduation is solid, but for non-seniors, the year trickles away. We want to bring this event back to mark the end of the year. The event is an opportunity for the entire community to come together. In the past it has been held on the bluff, finals end, and about 4:30 the whole community heads out behind commons and it is for all students, faculty, staff, administrators, physical plant, athletics, philosophy professor- everyone is there which is what makes it a great event. Faculty & staff love it to see each other and students they had in class a couple years earlier to see what they are up to or what they will do after they graduate. Students love it because they can see old faculty members & friends around campus. Ends year with a positive feeling. Means a lot to me because as a freshman here I wasn't sure if this was the best place for me. I ended it thinking that it was a great community and thinking why would I want to transfer? The event itself is about seeing each other. There will be music, which Evan is working on, but it is distinct from Rock the Bluff. Even in the 90s we had a big concert in April but this is not to see a band. There will be bands but they are a secondary piece. The focus is seeing one another. There will be a beer garden like at Dance of Decades. The event will be 4:30pm-7pm. Will have a photo booth. For the food, students can use their meal points to get tickets a couple weeks in advance, so that people purchase tickets before they run out of meal points & we can know who is coming. Our plan is to supplement tickets for faculty & staff because we want them coming. Will provide a certain number will be supplemented, say the first 200 who come will be okay and then the rest pay. Even those off-campus are key and we are trying to figure out a way to get them there. Kirk Mustain has been generous and will allow those who live on campus with points to buy multiple ones. Talking about providing a certain number of free tickets for off campus students. The name will be Anchors Aweigh. Thanks for Evan & crew for coming up with that. One key place where you can help the event, since it will be new for you students, is spreading the word. It is important because people are going home for spring break and will buy tickets. We want people to stay for this event. Students are welcome to stay in the halls until noon Friday. We don't want people going home before this event; let them know they don't want to miss this event. There should be a Beacon article this week but you getting the word out will be helpful.

2. Joe: I'm in the marketing office & we are both very excited this is coming back. One issue in previous years is that Res Life requested students to leave within 24 hours after their
last final. If your last final was Tuesday then they wanted you to leave by Wednesday. Res Life supports this event and wants you to come. They are open to you staying longer particularly to come to this event. Just want you to know that has been resolved.
3. Craig Swinyard: any questions or concerns?
4. Senator Bosomworth: I know Pilot Express has taken students to the airport and train station on Thursday. Will that be extended to Friday?
5. Advisor Koffler: I believe last year it was Thursday & Friday and this year we can double up on the Friday run. For those who need to leave Thursday evening we can extend that. Will try to tailor that the best we can
6. Senator Sutherland: how many points will it cost for students?
7. Craig Swinyard: working that out right now. Somewhere between $7-9 and probably closer to $9
8. Evan: it is a buffet
9. Joe: it is the only on-campus option. The cove & anchor will be closed
10. President Chadwick: will you explain the alcohol policy? 3-tab wristbands?
11. Craig Swinyard: There will be the 3-tab wristbands. I haven’t been to a dance but I assume it’s the same situation at Dance of the Decades. There will be a beer garden & I’m working with Bill Reed as to where that will be. People can enjoy a beer but it will be sectioned off. You need to be of age and have a bracelet to get into the beer garden. The costs of beer will either be $2-$3
12. VP Gaona: I know a few off-campus students have meal plans. How will you distinguish between those who do and don’t have meal plans?
13. Craig Swinyard: I mean, first come first serve for the tickets. I didn’t realize there are off-campus student with meal plans. Our preference is that those with meal plans use them because we are trying to save those with no meal plans a chance to get on
14. Senator Erhart: I have classes that meet Thursday nights only and our final is during that time. A comment for future years, I don’t know if class times can be moved around.
15. Joe: is it at 7?
16. Senator Erhart: it is 5:30-8
17. Craig Swinyard: I didn’t go to any Thursday night final
18. Advisor Koffler: I don’t know why it is scheduled during that time period. 99% of finals are done. I didn’t even know there are finals past 4:00pm. I must be the school of nursing.
19. Senator Erhart: it is theology
20. Advisor Koffler: we need to see how many students will be affected. The last time this event occurred was 2003-2008 and there was never a class conflict after 4pm on Thursdays. We need to look into that more in depth and it is possible they have added more finals.
21. VP Gaona: I know all final exams on any day with classes past 4pm are scheduled at that time. If you have a final 7-10 it is scheduled that time
22. Senator Holmes: should offer tickets in Mack’s Market. They spend their points mostly there
23. Joe: Great point. Hard trying to figure out how to do tickets. Our goal is to get as many people there as possible. If people on-campus are willing to buy tickets for a professor or staff member or friend. Hoping there is bank that grows & people give out tickets. It is about the community. Hoping that will happen.
24. Senator Chipman: After the first 100 campus tickets, will they be able to buy them with cash or a credit card? There are 1,500 off-campus students, so it’s not a lot.
25. Craig Swinyard: There are a lot of off-campus students and are riding that fine line between getting some buy-ins so others will come. Looking at our budget & hammering out how much money we need in addition to what you have generously give. After first 100, can we charge the rest of them ½ the price? Depends on how much we have
26. Joe: looking for other funding sources outside of ASUP and CPB. In an ideal world we can offer as many tickets as possible, working on it. Depends on how much we can get ut of various departments
27. President Chadwick: Senate, this is a great thing to influence how this is created. This is your MPF project. These are the two people helping us with the event. If you have ideas
or things you want to see, this is a great chance to do so. What about a ticket-donation system? I could probably purchase 5-6 tickets with left over points and donate them to those struggling. Is that an option?

28. Joe: we’ve talked about it and see what makes sense. We can figure something out
29. Craig Swinyard: he wants people to come as well.
30. Joe: Kirk has been really generous with his time and he wants to see this happen. Has a lot of buy-in and a lot of good will & will see if it lasts
31. Craig Swinyard: Joe and I are doing a lot of work to make it happen but this is your event. We are here to work for you and it should look like what you want it to look like. Please et us know if you have any thoughts.
32. Senator Garrison: When are tickets for sale?
33. Craig Swinyard: 2-3 weeks before the event. Tickets on sale after Rock the Bluff event so that it is close enough it is on people’s mind but not too close
34. Senator Knepler: how’s the ratio between off campus & on campus students coming?
35. Craig Swinyard: hasn’t happened since 2008 & hasn’t happened in the format we are discussing since 2003. It's been awhile. I’ve been gone for awhile in there.
36. Advisor Koffler: I came to UP in 2003 & saw it in its last big attended events. That year there were between 1500-1800 in attendance. What happened over the next few years is that there were restrictions as to how alcohol was served, therefore there was a decrease in attendance. Another year invitations didn’t go out in the leadership of CPB to faculty and staff & they didn’t feel like they were invited. Towards the end, about 400-500 on campus students coming. Significant mistakes made and people found other opportunities off-campus and other places. They way it is coming back will help it be successful. This first year is key because if we get positive momentum going, then that will carry over and start a new tradition
37. Senator Cleary: I’m not sure if you’re aware, but off-campus students throw a block party with fewer rules. How do we get traction of event? Strategies or working with off-campus students so we don’t have competing events?
38. Craig Swinyard: My sense it that the party starts a little later, and in the old days this went 4:30-10:30. Now it only goes until 7pm. Some efforts has been made to talk to them so both events can happen so we that don’t hurt the other event
39. Joe: while its awesome that a new thing has happened off campus, you can’t rely on it happening year to year it is important to bring something back with more support and funding & people can count on it. If they don’t do anything then nothing will happen
40. Senator Ballard: For the funding for this event, will there be funding in coming years to keep it happening?
41. Craig Swinyard: the event will go well and people will recognize gap it fills for the student body. There will be interest and motivation to carry it forward from students and other sources helping to fund it. I know when it happened before, it was such a great event there was never a question about funding it. The reason the Crawl happens Wednesday night was because people didn’t want to miss blowout on Thursday. If we bring it back, it will have that kind of effect on campus.
42. Joe: it has always been funded through CPB and Bon App support. I think people on campus from Residence Life to Alumni see the greater value in an event like this. See community building aspect of it and hopefully will have support from outside student funding. Committing to comminuting that
43. Advisor Koffler: Between 2003-2008, budget from CPB was $12,000. That was during a different time period. CPB was subsidizing tickets for a meal plan. Now with the declining meal balance in place, the event can be sustained at a lower value because students can participate by using points. Funding isn’t eminent yet, there are ways in which event can be sustained at a lower funding level than in previous years
44. VP Gaona: Will you talk more about total cost this years & different sources of funding?
45. Craig Swinyard: Still need to hammer out details. I can move how much money we spend on music, how many faculty and staff we supplement? We can play with that. We have $6000 from you- thank you. Speaking with Laurie Kelley. Development issue and creating
happy alumni. Laurie has told us she is interested and we aren’t sure how much to ask for from her just yet. We don’t want to under or over shoot.

46. Joe: it also depends on how the ticket purchasing works. If on-campus students purchase a lot then we can have more tickets for off-campus students. I’m confident this will be successful

47. Craig Swinyard: I would guess around $10,000 total

48. Senator Wildgen: I was wondering other than food, music, and photo booth, are there other activities? More about the conversation?

49. Craig Swinyard: it is more about the conversation. Open to those ideas but in 2.5 hours in our memory of the event, a lot of that time up-front was sitting and eating and chatting with people knowing it is the last time you will see them. Let us know if you have any ideas

50. Senator Hogan: students enjoyed last semester, would that be an option?

51. Director Castro: will look into it

52. Senator Lemon: what are your plans if it rains?

53. Craig Swinyard: it’s not going to. We are working with Bill Reed in terms of set up. One major costs is renting a tent. Covering band and photo booth. Likely renting a tent and that will provide some opportunity. If it’s raining sideways it is a little trickier but have an indoor plan which is not ideal. In the many years we had this event, there are only a couple we had issues with rain. I am confident it will be 72 and sunny.

54. Visitor’s Open Forum

55. Open Senate Positions: 1 Non-traditional; 2 Senior; 1 Fields; 1 Junior

Reports

1. Executive Board: ASUP President Chadwick: IT needs some students to test its new web interface virtual service center. This will allow students to receive help and support from IT without having to take their device directly to IT. If you are interested please let me know after this meeting. Ski bus will be doing another run!! For those of you interested there will be a bus heading up March 23rd. The bus departs UP for Mt. Hood Meadows at 7:45am from the Pilot House, and will return to campus by 6pm. Sign ups are in Howard Hall, space is limited. Looking for Volunteer opportunities? Join St. Jude’s Children Hospital as they host this years Great Urban Race Portland. Volunteers needed from 10am-5pm on Saturday, April 12th. Contact the Moreau Center for more information. I met with Fr. Gerry on Wednesday of last week to discuss Res. 14-01. First and foremost he wants it to be known and that hears that it is important that International Students have a space to gather and to have support. The dilemma is; where is that space? Also wants to apologize for the seemingly short notice of this change. He never intended it to be a decision made, which was then communicated to the residents. Somewhere down the line communication broke down between the students, and he is sorry that it seems like they were blind sided by this. The decision was made more so on the grounds of a philosophical difference, not on money and the bottom-line. In Haggerty-Tyson they were attempting to bring together this “neighborhood”, and saw that having these intentional separate theme houses created intentional separate communities, which was what they were trying to avoid. They wanted to bring Haggerty-Tyson together as a community. He wants to work towards identifying space that we can use, how can we creatively use the spaces that we already have? Open to having conversations with Mike Pelley, Gerry Gregg, and International Students about possibly creating the lounge as a swipe space for international students. Would like to emphasize that the only real change that has happened is that there is no official space recognized as the international house, and that residents no longer have an attached credit/course. Residents of the former house were given priority application in Hag/Ty and built house. As well as the residents were offered 2 off-campus homes that were on Willamette across from the entrance, next door to one another. As well as that he does not want us to lose sight of this University’s support of the International Students, they have an office dedicated to them with 3 full-time staff, a week a programming focused around celebrating them. Emphasizing that we greatly value our international students. Into the future does not for see the decision changing
due to the conflicting nature of the house and the mission of residence life. Instead it has placed the concern into his thinking and will look to address it through changes and better utilization of campus space.

2. Treasurer’s Report: Treasurer Robinson: 34% of overall budget spent, 23% of club’s budget spent, 46% of upper budget spent. Fall 2014 Budget requests are due March 7th. Mechanical Engineers: $7.87 from Engineering Week Activities (leftover) moved to meeting food. Women’s Ultimate: $500 from Corvegas tournament to go towards PLU BBQ tournament with $325 to Tournament Fee and $175 to hotels. Mitchells Rifles: $51.06 from Rifle cases (only needed enough to purchase one case) to go to $46 for rifle strap, $5.06 to hotels.

3. Campus Program Board: Director Castro: Good evening everyone. This weekend we showed Gravity. On Friday we had 69 students and on Saturday we had 44 students. I personally really liked the movie, just saying. There will be no movie playing this week as it is Spring Break. The next movie showing in BC will be Frozen! As for upcoming events, CPB’s THE PILOT GAMES will be held from March 24 – 29. We have an informational meeting with the Residence Halls to get the information distributed with them. The Pilot Games competitions are based on Quads, so we have the East (Christie, Kenna, Shipstad), which we have name “Ori,” the West (Corrado Mehling, Villa Maria), which we have named “Oxy,” and the Village, which includes Fields, Haggerty, Schoenfeldt, and Off Campus, which we have named “Septi.” There are a host of competitions during this week, starting off with a huge event on Monday (Rock the Bluff Reveal, State of the Campus), and with the culminating competition at PilotPalooza.

4. Elections: Secretary Thomas: For those who are not aware, those running for President and Vice President run on one ticket, meaning when you vote for one you vote for the other & you cannot vote for the individual position. Final list of those running this year are… President and VP: Quin Chadwick (President) and Elvia Gaona (VP), John Julius Muwulya (President) and Joshua Cleary (VP); Secretary: Mariah Wildgen and Matthew Sutherland; Treasurer: Jessie Robinson; CPB Director: Sarah Berger and Bryan Chipman. Currently I have no phone but should be able to get one over break so that during elections I will be accessible. I have been on my email constantly so you can contact me through that. Candidates meeting tonight at 7pm in Saint Mary’s & attendance is mandatory. This Wednesday at Espresso UP you will have the chance to meet the candidates at 7:30pm.

5. Senate Standing Committees:
   a. Infrastructure: Senator Halcomb: President Chadwick, Senator Zabinski, and Senator Dillard met with athletic this week and discussed how to get more involved with student life. Created a focus group for that purpose, which Senator Zabinski will lead. Contact him for questions or ideas.
   b. Community Relations: Senator Montoya: our two projects are stagnant. I’m meeting with Jim Kuffner to propose a third project since we aren’t doing as much as we’d like to. UPNA meeting next Monday.
   c. Club Recognition: Senator van den Berg: did not meet last night and not much to address. We have a meeting scheduled this Wednesday.
   d. Campus Affairs: Senator Cortez: Meet with Chris Haug on Thursday. Will start meeting with him bi-weekly because he wants to be updated on what’s happening with ASUP. Wants to build a relationship with us. Upset with our decisions with international house because he feels like we didn’t get the whole story. The registration with Hag/Ty went better than before
   e. Campus Security and Maintenance: Senator Ballard: spoke with Physical Plant to discuss smoking place near Kenna and Shipstad. The rooms closer to entrance of Kenna were not receiving smoke and don’t know why rooms farther away were receiving smoke. Baseball field- going to renovate and redesign that walkway so there may be something done about the drainage issues. We just ordered new bike rack covers, and they are $5,000 each so unless we want to fund them to buy them it’s not going to happen.
   f. Diversity: Senator Ledua: meeting for the first time ever this Wednesday
g. Service and Leadership: Senator Delucchi: thank you to everyone who came out to the panel last week. It was great and people were engaged. Still figuring details of day of service & more details. Running into issues with bro-tanks because of clashing colors. Waiting to hear back from marketing.

6. University Committees
   a. Advisor Koffler: Student media subcommittees for KDUP, Beacon, and Log have met and interviewed respected candidates for next years editor and chief, and general manager for KDUP. Making recommendations to the President and then he will appoint someone, hopefully before spring break. Once next year’s leader is appointed the rest of the staff positions for each student operation will be hired & look for announcements after break.

7. Constituency Reports
   a. Senator Cortez: outside seating area next to Pilot House is not a designated smoking area
   b. Senator Lemon: constituents wondering if its possible to replace rice in Mongolian bowls with noodles. Possible to have vending machines accept food points?
   c. Senator Kenneally: those who were working grill weren’t wearing gloves
   d. Senator Garrison: who’s playing at Rock the Bluff and when will we know?
   e. Senator Rojo: KDUP doesn’t work on campus. The punishment from Bon App for stealing aren’t consistent
   f. Senator Hubbard: Seniors upset there are so many of us and only get 4 tickets
   g. Senator Halcomb: students would like to see pints of chocolate milk at Cove to come back. No fat free option for chocolate milk
   h. Senator Ghyselink: separate room pick days
   i. Senator Holmes: people are worked up about the parking. They get angry when people aren’t pulled all the way in. They want P-Safe to give tickets.
   j. Senator Miller: those in Corrado want more parking enforcement right behind Corrado. Students want parking enforcement
   k. Senator Chipman: there’s not a lot of parking on campus this semester. Before library was finished, there were several carpool spaces and would like those to come back
   l. Senator Erhart: For the 4-ticket limit for graduation, concerns have been keeping it on campus. We are the largest incoming class, and since then each class keeps getting bigger. Considerations for each year, we will keep having larger graduations.

Old Business

New Business
1. Reallocation: UP Mountain Biking Club: I’m Calvin. Want to reallocated $200 from red to cross country race to one in Oregon to a different race in Sandy, Oregon. More club members were interested in doing this race and the other race passed by and nobody went because they didn’t have time to go.
   a. Senator Dillard: I move to approve this reallocation (Seconded) Echo is a long drive from here.
      i. Reallocation approved
2. Reallocation: Accounting Association: Treasurer Robinson: No rep from UPAA. It is straightforward and well-organized so I will go ahead and explain it. Induction fees- they were originally used to subsidized one time student fees for beta Alpha psi and had students pay for that so want to move that to the on-campus barbeque. Open to the members of UPAA and alumni for networking purposes. For the entry fee of $50 for bankruptcy court and was free and want that to go to food. Had $200 for food but receiving funding from outside source and want move $180 to ceremony, a requirement for national chapter for alpha beta psi. use money for food and decorations and $20 leftover from $200 to pay for entry to conference.
   a. Senator Lemon: it says 2 in attendance. Is that a typo?
b. Senator Holmes: with the BBQ, it is more expensive than expected because anyone from any major is invited. No its not 2. As many as want to come. It is a good experience even for those who aren't accounting. It is more than that because it is networking.

c. Senator Zabinski: move to approve this reallocation. (seconded) they have everything in order
   i. Reallocation passes

3. Reallocation: ActUP: got $300 for lodging and $200 for registration fees. Got lodging paid for from outside donor and want $300 to move to registration fees.
   a. Senator Sutherland: Treasurer Robinson, my knowledge is that we can’t give money for past events.
   b. Treasurer Robinson: is this a past event?
   c. Rep: Yeah, but can’t we turn in our receipts?
   d. Treasurer Robinson: Okay, I won’t be able to move the money since the event already happened.
   e. Rep: Then I won’t be using. What can I do with $500?
   f. Treasurer Robinson: If you can make a change to it today that’d be great
   g. Rep: can I donate the $500 to the end of the year event we just talked about? We aren’t going to use it. You can have it.
   h. Senator Dillard: I move to reallocate the $500 from ActUP to end of the year event (seconded). They just generously donated $500.
      i. Senator Wildgen: from my understanding it would just be $300 instead of the entire $500?
      ii. REP: I wanted the $200 to use for registration fees but the event already happened so I can’t use it at all
      iii. Senator Holmes: because the $300 and $200 are being used together to form the $500 of being donated to the end of the year event I am in support of this motion
      iv. Reallocation passes

Open Forum

1. Senator Erhart: so I wanted to confirm with Paul Meyer about the smoking cessation program. He said we do not have a formal smoking cessation program but Tim and Sue encourage discontinuation of smoking and both can make meds available if necessary to assist students to change habits if they are unsuccessful on their own. He can make recommendations to specialty programs if desired. I will follow up with him on that and see if we can create a program if that is something desired. Want to know what you have gathered from your constituents. What is your general consensus as a Senate. Senator Ng and I are trying to figure out other campus success rates and what’s been happening.

2. Senator Cleary: I would appreciate it if Fr. Olinger could come in to discuss this. I would like to discuss ways to contribute to their budget so international students can have a place on this campus and we can make 24 hours spots happen

3. Senator Wildgen: to Senator Erhart, I was only able through my Facebook post talk to one constituent and he recently stopped but did it as more of a choice than forced. I see it more of a movement like Green Dot. So instead of passing form of legislation, we come together and stop smoking on campus as a movement not resolution

4. President Chadwick: Senator Cleary got to it before I did, but Fr. Olinger said he can come discuss 14-10 if that is what Senate would like. We can put in a request for him to come in. I understand that response wasn’t one we wanted. I am letting you know that is me reporting the message back & that is where we are at. I’m willing to help pursue this however you want. Meeting with Mike and Gerry Gregg to discuss the 24 hour zon

5. Senator Bosomworth constituents interested in clean air campus program and open to making a smoke free campus in the future, not right now. These are off-campus students who can go to their home and smoke

6. Senator Zabinski: Both basketball teams lost to St. Marys and Pacific. Both playing in WCC tournament this week. Men’s playing LMU Thursday at 6pm and you can watch it
on WCCsports.com. Women’s playing Pacific Friday at noon which can be on WCCsports.com. I would like to clarify for the focus group, you are all invited to come and if you want to be a part of it please let me know. First meeting after break

7. Senator Ballard: Some completely for it and against it. We just implemented this new policy though. Personally, going in and out of Kenna there are people smoking 24/7 so it seems to be working. Also, going off of topic of health, Kenna is hosting the first 5k run. There will be zombies going around to each dorm. If you want to run that is a great idea.

8. Senator Montoya: President Chadwick, I was hoping if you could elaborate on Fr. Gerry’s thinking on the international house. I don’t understand it and I don’t know why it would detract from the Ty/Hag community. Even if they were isolated from the community, they are still present in the neighborhood. I don’t see how a houseful of minorities is different from Parker, David, and myself. How is us moving there different as far as gauging how much we want to interact in the community? I don’t see consistent logic in that. I would like some clarification?

9. President Chadwick: Fr. Gerry would do be better than me, Its going to be that it doesn’t fit with the mission of Residence Life. There was needs for the beds that couldn’t be filled. In regards to the mission, they are trying to help Hag/Ty be a community. Really on focusing on bringing that as a dorm together just like Shipstad, Chrisie, Vila Maria are communities. Even though neighbors are in a different room, you still feel like you are in the same building. Feel that intentionally isolating a separate community in which only international students can live in, goes against inclusive community that gets everyone involved in it. That’s their thinking behind it. The international house is not the only themed house removed. In the large pictures, it is 4 separate communities aside from the larger community of Hag/Ty. It would be like living in Schoenfeldt but saying that the last wing is only for seniors. They don’t want that to happen and want Hag/Ty to be an area for all students to build community as a whole instead of separate houses.

10. Senator Montoya: I guess I still don’t understand logic behind saying that if I’m in the honors house, I would only want to intermingle with those with honors house. It isn’t such a closed system like we are talking about

11. Holmes: where I’m coming from, sort of what Senator Montoya is saying. These communities are created constantly, when I think of Hag/Ty I think of basketball houses and such. We don’t want our door open, that was dorm life. We are moving towards being in a formal environment. Having a formally and defined international house is important. It brings diversity to campus and recognizing that officially brings that to campus.

12. Senator van den Berg: previously stated

13. Senator Hubbard: what is the plan to change Hag/Ty? It has always been difficult to bring those places together. RA and staff have been trying forever to make it a cohesive place. What are the specific actions they are taking?

14. VP Gaona: when we met with Chris Haug, he mentioned about alcohol policy and having it 21 and over community

15. President Chadwick: more programming aspect in residence hall. The RAs aren’t charged with the task to program for the dorm, but much like how many other dorms will have events, Hag/Ty is having specific events for their dorm. As well as other structural changes. RAs are no longer in separate apartments but integrated in the community. An RA will have a house they are filling. Trying to change that Hag/Ty has been this way for so long and see themed housing going against. You do move off into Hag/Ty to be on your own and they want to change that perception

16. Senator Hogan: to reintegrate Senator Holmes, there are places that only soccer players. Groups on campus like athletes that make their own apartment. If we ban international students living together we should ban all

17. Senator Cleary: when we discuss this issue further when Fr. Gerry comes in is the idea of community. Their idea of let’s have 21 over and they have juniors who are only 20. What if you don’t like to drink? Their ideas to me see shortsighted and flawed and don’t agree with their own philosophy. What do we really mean by community on this campus? Whatever your community is, we are going to make sure you feel a part of one.
18. Senator Dillard: Can I ask you bring Fr. Gerry here? I feel like Hag/Ty is fundamentally flawed to make it a solid community because people go there to be in their own community. They want their own bathroom and room. It gets more individualistic and isolationist. Dorms are more together.

19. Senator Rojo: We shouldn’t be focusing on a decision that has already been made but have a plan to make a decision to make sure it doesn’t happen again. It’s not going to change right now. The difference between official and unofficial is that residence life doesn’t officially recognize. They are unofficially housing together.

20. Senator Zabinski: we discussed this topic in my meeting with athletics and they are implementing a process to integrate athletes consistently out of Hag/Ty and UP owned housing

21. Senator Holmes: I agree with Senator Rojo but we can make it well known that students want to be a part of the decision making process and showing this a big deal. I don’t buy the line that this was a failure of communication. This is what they want to do and implement it and deal with it as we go. We need to speak up openly up about these issues

22. President Chadwick: two comments said- the houses that are athlete focused houses are built by them and not a university recognized house. Residence life nor the University have much say in who can live with each other. The comment made that their programming is around 21 year old, there is more programming other than just that. They know and are aware that there are some that aren’t 21 but building a community in Hag/Ty. Not contusive to building community and trying to fix that intentionally.

23. VP Gaona: Great conversation, I encourage you to continue this outside of Senate

24. Director Castro: That was a great discussion. So as with going with discussion and ideas, CPB is announcing artist for Rock the Bluff. Looking at dates for first week and second week coming back from spring break. March 24th for State of the Campus for ASUP and partnering with that and Rock the Bluff announcement. How could we more direct announce it to students? Sammy, our Rock the Bluff coordinator, and our team, have been discussing many ideas. One idea is to have promo items to hand out during Espresso UP with cups and such. Another is a big event where we event the artist and have a dance team do a flash mob and have an event you want to be at. Having a banner hanging from Franz. A lot of giveaways like trucker hats. We have a nice budget thanks to you guys.

25. Senator Cleary: honestly, students know about Rock the Bluff. We already people asking who is will be. Main thing to get a well-known act. We don’t need to spend tons of money on announcing the act, let’s put the money towards making it better

26. Senator Hogan: March 24th would help with attendance at Pilot Games

27. Senator Holmes: try and avoid fake posters that go up

28. Director Castro: let constituents know its coming so they don’t do that. It’s hard for us to pick that up from everyone and tell them that’s not who’s coming

29. VP Gaona: a few weeks ago Linda emailed over 20 Senators asking you to attend a lunch with Dean Andrews if you are either a major or minor and only 3 people responded. I had to deal with that this morning. It was really embarrassing for me to explain why you didn’t respond. I was disappointed and I hate to make these announcements but its not often they reach out to 20 Senators. The lunch is tomorrow at 11:30 in BC 102. If you were invited please tell me if you can or cannot invite it. If you ever receive an email from an administrator just respond, she was really upset. I don’t want it to happen again.

30. Senator van den Berg: we both have a class

31. Senator Knepler: can you go even if you are not a CAS major?

32. VP Gaona: No. I want to thank Senator van den Berg, Senator Cortez, and Senator Knepler, he only 3 who responded to the emails

Senator Erhart: back to campaign, I do need to make a formal word to the committee over spring break. What do you want to do, or not do? Senator Wildgen mentioned difference between a movement and enforcement. Focusing on movement to get to an enforcement. I would appreciate feedback on that
33. Senator Holmes: I guess along with what Senator Wildgen said, I agree with the movement. I think at this point we have been told for 20 years that smoking is bad so I’m not sure why us making an enforcement would be effective. Let’s say we are community who encourages people not to smoke. Dropping enforcement from any plans and have an organic movement is something I would be more in support of that.

34. Senator Garrison: I would like to reiterate that. I would encourage a movement to help people to stop smoking and encourage that type of attitude. We are old enough to make these choices and people have a right to do as they like to. Encourage them to quit than enforce it. If people hear they are focusing to getting rid smoking, they will face back-lash and people trying not to make this happen.

35. Senator Kenneally: let’s just implement the non-smoking areas before we make other decisions.

36. Senator Holmes: I like your idea. I have asthma so it’s hard on me when people are openly smoking. I think smoking areas can function with the new campaign. We encourage you not to smoke. It’s too much of a hindrance to make them stop smoking. If we push both at the same time.

37. Senator Sutherland: I have a hard time with an enforcement. Priests who live on campus are part of our community and they have been smoking for years and cannot quit.

38. VP Gaona: for those of you going to lunch tomorrow with Dean Andrews I will send you an email tonight reminding you of time and location. Please wear business casual.

39. Senator Erhart: thank you for the feedback. I do appreciate it.

40. Holmes: We have an exciting event coming up. The honors program is working with Dr. Fredking on March 24th. A week devoted to Philippine activities in response to the typhoon. I think it’s Wednesday we are having a panel and Philippine organizations coming from the Portland area. Talking about typhoon and complications. I’ll give you more details.

41. Senator Delucchi: that is our day of service, so we are working together on that.

42. Director Castro: thank you ActUP for the generous donation of $500 to the end of the year event.

Adjournment
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